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Research [done/conducted] to know the role Compose the Taruna in this Adolescent construction take location [in] Countryside Patch The Rejo, Subdistrict Kedondong, Barrier Regency. While with the quantitative analysis as clarification. As for becoming population from this research [is] organization Compose the Taruna residing in countryside Patch the Rejo. Sum up the sampel [is] as much 75 member owning livelines in organization composed [by] the category old age 15-35 year, intake sampel [done/conducted] by perposif, by using observation, quisioner, and interview as data collecting technique

Pursuant to research result, known that [by] the role Compose the Taruna in adolescent construction depended in livelines [of] all its member, if active always in activity hence very useful to the make-up of human resource (adolescent), perhaps [through/passing] activity executed [by] conscious sacara, berencana, and directional, and also bertanggungjawab in order to giving knowledge, skill and attitude as according to its talent each. Better, if there [is] member which tend to less be active in activity hence other member have to admonish / advising, so that active coat. Equally, role compose the taruna in adolescent construction very useful to form the discipline and responsibility.